OSS Teacher Assignment in Campus

Please follow these steps for identifying your On-Site Support teacher:

- Open your Campus App
- Click the three bars in the top right corner
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- Select the “Schedule” category from the drop down menu
OSS Teacher Assignment in Campus

- Under “Enrollments” change the schedule to read 20-21 Murray Middle OSS
- The OSS Schedule will appear with your assigned Day of the Week, Teacher and Room Number
- Change our schedule back to 20-21 MMS S when finished to access your Distance Learning info
Please follow these steps for identifying your Bus Info

- Click on the three bars on the top left corner
- Select “More” from the category drop down menu
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- Select
  Transportation
OSS Transportation in Campus

You will be able to identify your:

- Bus Route Letter
- Approx Pick/Drop-Off Times
- Pick/Drop-Off Intersection